
 

 

 

 

 

New Hope Special Needs Programme Newsletter: April 2012 

Dear Friends,  

We hope that you had a good Easter and that you are all well! Unfortunately for us, Easter came 

when many of us were fighting the measles (4 of us were in the hospital!) but thankfully we are all 

now fine and looking forward to a 3 week break from school. Hopefully it will be a chance for all of 

the staff to get a bit of a rest as we are all feeling rather exhausted! 

We have had a great Investment Year student called Justine helping us out for the last few months in 

both Hassan`s House and the class. She arrived at just the right time when another member of staff 

(Auntie Jane) left. Sadly Justine will not be with us much longer so please pray with us that we find 

someone else to join our team who will fit in well and love the children in our care as she has done. 

NEWS FROM HASSAN`S HOUSE: 

We are glad to report that Kakulu came back to us a few weeks after we sent out our last letter. We 

have now agreed with the Grandmother that Kakulu will stay at Hassan`s House full time during 

school term times as she is now living in Masindi which is too far away to go for weekends. The plan 

is that she will collect him at the end of term and bring him at the start of the next and we pray that 

this is what will happen.......In the mean time, he is very happy to be back and is stronger and more 

talkative than ever!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately Carol has spent quite a lot of the last few months in hospital on Oxygen suffering from 

reoccurring chest infections and epileptic seizures. Thankfully she is now home and doing well but is 

LEFT: Justine with Hassan & Carol. CENTRE: Allen in hospital with measles. RIGHT: Auntie Jordanna 

with Kakulu and Brian. 

 



no longer allowed to be fed by mouth; at present she is having all her feeds through an NG tube 

which she likes to pull out from time to time to keep us busy! Please pray with us that she stays 

healthy and the Doctors have wisdom as they seek the next step for Carol in terms of her long term 

feeding. 

The big man himself (Hassan) is thankfully doing very well at the moment and people are even 

commenting on how FAT he is....our backs are also noticing this! 

Allen is now 8.5kg and is a very happy little girl. She hasn`t been home very much recently as first of 

all her Mum gave birth to a new baby brother who was intensive care for a while and then, when he 

had recovered, Allen got admitted to the hospital with measles! 

CLASS NEWS: 

We have had a fun and eventful first term of 2012 and have enjoyed having various visitors from 

teams coming to help us for short periods. Over Easter the Cooley Team from the North of England 

were here and although our class was closed (due to measles!) during their first week, in the second 

Auntie Anna came and made Easter bunnies, chicks and cards with us as well as Hot Cross Buns. 

Uncle Tyler, who is currently doing the institute has been helping out regularly in the afternoons this 

term too. He has been very good at getting the children to do their physiotherapy programmes 

which is always a challenge; most of them would rather sleep than exercise (sound familiar?!)  

Our class garden is coming on nicely and we are managing to grow some pumpkins, maize and 

various vegetables. The children have also shown they are very good at slashing (mowing the lawn 

by hand!) and raking up leaves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Najib has had a successful first term at Luwero School for the Deaf and was collected for the holidays 

on Monday. His teachers have asked that we work on his writing skills during the break which we will 

do alongside his siblings. Unfortunately his Mother is not able to help him in this as, like many of her 

generation she has never been taught to read or write. 

LEFT: Auntie Anna teaching us to make Hot Cross Buns. CENTRE: Uncle Tyler helping Ivan with Physio. RIGHT: 

Najib with his Mum and brother on the school visitation day. 



During the Easter break our staff will be doing home visits to most of the children to see how the 

parents/carers are coping and to offer them advice, support and prayer. 

Godfrey and Sharon have thoroughly enjoyed their first term with us but are still in need of 

sponsors so if you know anyone who might be interested please contact us ASAP! If not, keep 

praying with us that God will continue to provide the funds to cover our expenses. 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH NEWS: 

Due to the measles outbreak we had to postpone our April session but we will be having it on the 

27th and this Friday (20th) a group of us are returning to Katalemwa Rehabilitation Centre to collect 

the standing frames and specialist chairs that we were measured for last month. It is always a test of 

patience when we go there as despite phone calls in advance to check that the equipment is ready 

for collection, we often arrive to find they have not yet varnished them or that they`ve made a big 

size for a 2 year old child!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please continue to keep in prayer all of the families that we support in the community. It is a tough 

job looking after a special needs child wherever you are in the world but especially so in a place 

where there is no running water, very little or no electricity and you have to pay for health care 

which for most of the people we support is not something they can afford! 

Thank you once again for playing a part in transforming the lives of these special children. 

May God continue to bless you abundantly. 

With love from all of us here at Kasana. 

specialneeds@newhopeuganda.org 

New Hope Uganda, 
P.O. Box 16 
Luwero 
Uganda.  
www.newhopeuganda.org 

LEFT: Wilbur wearing his 

splints (from Katalemwa) with 

his Jajja and sister. 

RIGHT: Dorcas who has 

Apert`s syndrome. She loves 

her neighbour baby Benon! 
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